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ABSTRACT

In this paper, Monte Carlo method is used to find the best possible way to arrange the buildings and
equipments to reduce noise pollution in Uma Uya project. Finally, the excellent facilities placement of the
project facilities is achieved and presented. Noise pollution is a type of energy pollution in which distracting,
irritating, or damaging sounds are freely audible. As with other forms of energy pollution (such as heat and
light pollution), noise pollution contaminants are not physical particles, but rather waves that interfere with
naturally-occurring waves of a similar type in the same environment. Uma Oya is a major tributary of
Mahaweli Ganga originating from Nuwara Eliya. The Oya traverses Welimada and Kandaketiya in Badulla
district. Its confluence with Mahaweli Ganga is just above the Rantabe reservoir. As it can be seen from
results, if there was a wrong mobilization the noise pollution will be high. While, using a correct layout keep
noise pollution down. It is clear from results that minimum noie pollution coefficient is about 0.3. While, for
a incorrect layout it can reach to 1. According to findings we can say that Monte Carlo method is a useful
method for finding the best site plan layout for keeping noise down.
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Introduction

Pollution is the introduction of contaminants into
a natural environment that causes instability, disorder,
harm or discomfort to the ecosystem i.e. physical
systems or living organisms [1,13]. Pollution can take
the form of chemical substances or energy, such as
noise, heat, or light. Pollutants, the elements of
pollution, can be foreign substances or energies [2],
or naturally occurring; when naturally occurring, they
are considered contaminants when they exceed
natural levels [3,9]. Pollution is often classed as point
source or no point source pollution.

Random methods of computation can be applied
to solve complex systems. Monte Carlo method as a
random method is useful in many areas of
computational mathematics, where a lucky choice can
find the correct result. Monte Carlo method is used
in optimization to solve various problems by

generating suitable random numbers and observing
that fraction of the numbers that obeys some
properties. This method is useful for obtaining
numerical solutions to the problems that are too
complicated to be solved analytically.

There are many researchers which develop
different algorithm to optimize site mobilization [15].
The first type of these algorithms  was Craft
algorithm developed in 1963 [11]. Due to the some
limitations in the model, Johnson and Jacobs develop
Space Craft and 3D Craft algorithms in 1982 and
1984, respectively. H.C.66 was introduced by Heiler
and Konor in 1966. This algorithm was modified by
Volman, Aldep and Kerlep [12]. Tomelin and Cheng
introduce Moplan and Arc Site algorithms in 1993
and 1996 [5,17].

Often when engineers analyze a system to be
controlled or optimized, they use a mathematical
model [8]. In analysis, engineers can build a
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descriptive model of the system as a hypothesis of
how the system could work, or try to estimate how
an unforeseeable event could affect the system.
Similarly, in control of a system, engineers can try
out different control approaches in simulations [18].

Noise health effects are both health and
behavioral in nature. The unwanted sound is called
noise. This unwanted sound can damage
physiological and psychological health. Noise
pollution can cause annoyance and aggression,
hypertension, high stress levels, tinnitus, hearing loss,
sleep disturbances, and other harmful effects [6,14].
Furthermore, stress and hypertension are the leading
causes to health problems, whereas tinnitus can lead
to forgetfulness, severe depression and at times panic
attacks [10].

Chronic exposure to noise may cause noise-
induced hearing loss. Older males exposed to
significant occupational noise demonstrate
significantly reduced hearing sensitivity than their
non-exposed peers, though differences in hearing
sensitivity decrease with time and the two groups are
indistinguishable by age 79 [16,7].

High noise levels can contribute to
cardiovascular effects and exposure to moderately
high levels during a single eight hour period causes
a statistical rise in blood pressure of five to ten
points and an increase in stress and vasoconstriction
leading to the increased blood pressure noted above
as well as to increased incidence of coronary artery
disease.

Noise pollution is also a cause of annoyance. A
2005 study by Spanish researchers found that in
urban areas households are willing to pay
approximately four Euros per decibel per year for
noise reduction [4].

The total noise that can be produced by a project
is influenced by its site mobilization; therefore, the
use of optimized mobilization helps to keep noise
down.

Large projects such as dam construction involve
different facilities including batching plants, crushing
plants, etc. Moreover, controlling their facilities and
choosing the best arrangement of them for noise
controlling are extremely complicated. While, there
is no simple solution to find the effects of noise in
a site mobilization. Thus, in this paper the a
mathematical model for noise is achieved and
presented.

Materials and methods

Site Mobilization Management:

Site mobilization management is an
interdisciplinary field primarily devoted to optimize
facility placement effects on the nature and workers.
It can be achieved by optimizing facilities placements

such as batching plants and crushing plants, having
harmful effects on workers noise health. The duty
includes managing the facilities placement to keep
harmful effects down using the best arrangement of
facilities. This duty can be assisted by computer
programs.

Monte Carlo Method:

Monte Carlo methods (or Monte Carlo
experiments) are a class of computational algorithms
that rely on repeated random sampling to compute
their results. Monte Carlo methods are often used in
simulating physical and mathematical systems.
Because of their reliance on repeated computation of
random or pseudo-random numbers, these methods
are most suited to calculation by a computer and
tend to be used when it is unfeasible or impossible
to compute an exact result with a deterministic
algorithm.

Monte Carlo simulation methods are especially
useful in studying systems with a large number of
coupled degrees of freedom, such as fluids,
disordered materials, strongly coupled solids, and
cellular structures (see cellular Potts model). More
broadly, Monte Carlo methods are useful for
modeling problems with significant uncertainty in
inputs, such as optimization. These methods are also
widely used in mathematics: a classic use is for the
evaluation of definite integrals, particularly
multidimensional integrals with complicated boundary
conditions. It is a widely successful method in risk
analysis when compared with alternative methods or
human intuition. When Monte Carlo simulations have
been applied in space exploration and oil exploration,
actual observations of failures, cost overruns and
schedule overruns are routinely better predicted by
the simulations than by human intuition or alternative
"soft" methods.

The Monte Carlo Method uses random numbers
to determine the answer to problems. The Monte
Carlo method usually gives an approximate answer,
and we should use a large number of trials to find
the exact answer. This method is used to solve
complicated problems in many areas of engineering
by generating suitable random numbers and observing
that fraction of the numbers that obeys some
properties. Analyzing using this method has six steps.
Generating a parametric model, generating a set of
random inputs, evaluating the model and finding
inputs that obeys model properties (live points),
repeating step 1 to 3 (trials), and finding the
probability which is given by equation 1.

        (1)LIVE POINTS
RESULT

ALL POINTS
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Noise Pollution:

The prevailing source of noise pollution in
construction site is from noisy facilities. In
construction sites, batching plants and crushing plants
noise can disturb workers and wildlife habits, thereby
affecting the manner in which workers and animals
in areas around site live. In site areas, material
transportation, noisy facilities, and even construction
noise can cause sleep disruption in humans and
animals, hearing loss, heart disease (as a result of
stress), and in severe cases even mental instability.

Noise Sources:

One of the noise sources is batching plant. A
batching plant, also known as a concrete plant, is a
device that combines various noisy ingredients to
form concrete. Some of these inputs include sand,
aggregate (rocks, gravel, etc.) and cement. A concrete
plant can have a variety of very noisy parts and
accessories including, mixers, cement batchers,
aggregate batchers, radial stackers, etc. The noisy
center of concrete batching plant is the mixer.

Crushing plant is another noisy facility and is
usually used to crush rocks to final small particles in
which lots of noisy crushing equipments are needed.
We can say that the most noisy part of a crushing
plant is its core called crusher unit. While, other
parts of a crushing plant including, selecting, storage
and washing parts of aggregates are not very noisy.

Materials transportation is the noisy movement
of materials from one location to another. Modes of
transport includes trucks, conveyors, rails, etc.
Vehicles traveling on these networks may include
trucks, truck mixers, bulldozers, etc. Noises deal with
the way the vehicles are operated, and the procedures
set for transportation.

Uma Uya Project:

Uma Oya is a major tributary of Mahaweli
Ganga originating from Nuwara Eliya. The Oya
traverses Welimada and Kandaketiya in Badulla
district. Its confluence with Mahaweli Ganga is just
above the Rantabe reservoir. The drainage area of
Uma Oya is about 700 sq.kms. Studies for the
development of water resources of Uma Oya have
been made from time to time mainly for the purpose
of hydro power development in the Mahaweli basin.
From the early planning stage of the Mahaweli
Development Programme, several proposals for the
development and utilisation of water resources of the
Uma Oya basin have been made by United States
Operations Mission (USOM) and the Canadian
Hunting Survey Corporation (CHSC) as early as
1959. Later UNDP/FAO Master Plan studies
(1968/1969) for accelerated Mahaweli programme

proposed the construction of the Upper and Lower
Uma Oya reservoirs.

Later the "Master Plan for the Electricity Supply
in Sri Lanka" carried out by the Lahmeyer
International Company in Germany during 1988-1989
identified three-stage development in Uma Oya to
generate hydro power. Subsequently the concept of
three stage development of the Master Plan Study
was reviewed in 1989 by a panel of experts from
Germany and recommended a two-stage plan.

The Government of Sri Lanka launched the
accelerated water resources program of Mahaweli
Ganga in 1978 with a view to increase the
production of food and power and to alleviate
unemployment. However no attention was paid to the
development of Hambantota, Monaragala and Ampara
districts. While large extents of suitable land are
available in these districts, the lack of adequate water
resources acted as a major constraint for
development. The need to augment water resources
of the area became a vita when pursuing a
development policy based on irrigated agriculture as
the fundamental economic activity. Among identified
possibilities, the trans basin diversion of water from
the upper catchment of the Uma Oya into the Kirindi
Oya basin appeared to be one such option.

In view of that, a pre-feasibility study of the
Uma Oya Multi-purpose Project (Trans basin option)
was carried out by the Central Engineering
Consultancy Bureau (CECB) in 1991. While looking
for various possibilities for augmenting irrigation
water supplies to this dry zone region, the CECB
conceived a multi-purpose scheme for the
development of the Uma Oya water resources as an
alternative to the in-basin hydro power development.
According to this concept, water from the Uma Oya
would be diverted through a 24 km tunnel to the
upper Kirindi Oya basin to augment the Kirindi Oya
flow and in the process generate a large quantity of
electrical energy per annum, utilizing the drop of
about 550 mg in a single-stage power development.

The latest study of the Uma Oya basin is the
trans-basin scheme prepared by SNC Lavalin
Inc.(Canada) in 2000. This study was aimed at a
comprehensive evaluation and assessment of the best
scheme, from in-basin and trans-basin alternatives
which have previously been studied. The consultant,
SNC-LAVALIN, recommended the trans basin
diversion option based on the conditions prevailing at
that time.

The proposal in a nutshell is to construct a
medium high dam across Uma Oya and a small dam
across Mahatotila Oya, which is a tributary of Uma
Oya with its confluence at Etampitiya. It is proposed
to divert 192 mcm of water annually through a 23.2
km long tunnel to a underground power house at
Randeniya on the right bank of Kirindi Oya, The
installed capacity of the power house is 90 MW to
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produce 312 GWh of electrical energy. The water
released from the power house will be used to
supplement Handapanagala and Lunugamvehera
Reservoirs in addition to 5000 ha of new land
cultivated in Wellawaya, Buttala areas in Monaragala
district. The total cost of the project in year 2000
was Rs.16,000 million.

The key issue regarding the development
scenarios discussed for the development of water
resources of Uma Oya is the assessment of water
availability of Uma Oya by different consultants at
different times. According to Lahmeyer International
the flow at the Welimada stream gauging site which
is slightly upstream of the diversion site was
estimated as 258 MCM. The NEDECO Hydrological
Crash Program (HCP) in 1980-1984, had the
principal objective to review the status. According to
NEDECO study the annual average flow at the dam
sites, which intercepts 254 sq.kms of Uma Oya
catchment can be interpreted as 188 MCM and the
NEDECO also had expressed their concerns over the
poor quality of historical data at the river gauging
site in the Uma Oya. The pre feasibility study carried
out by the CECB in 1991 reported 277 MCM of
annual flow. According to the more recent study by
SNC-LAVALIN Inc the water availability at the
proposed site was estimated as 228 MCM of annual
flow. The most recent review of the water
availability by the Ministry of Irrigation was 211
MCM.

In view of the above, the reason for this drastic
difference in the estimates was a matter of concern.
All previous reports on Uma Oya reported unreliable
and poor quality of available hydrological data.

It has to be noted that it is not logical to assume
that all available water at the dam sites can be
diverted due to the downstream water requirements
and also due to the rapid fluctuations of water levels
in the river caused by flash floods. From detailed
studies it was found that from the annual total of 211
MCM of water volume only 130 MCM can be
diverted to Kirindi Oya based on the most recent
estimate of 211MCM of total water. Based on this,
the annual generation of power was estimated as 175
Gwh. This is a reduction of 56 % in comparison to
the estimate of 312 Gwh made by the consultant
SNC-LAVLIN. Figure 1 shows the project site plan.
The place of the dams, shaft and tunnels are listed in
table 1.

Results and discusion

Mathematical Model of Dust Pollution:

Noise mathematical model (%N=noise effect
coefficient) were be assumed as equation 1.

       (2)
( )

%
R r

N
R




In which R is the maximum distance between
the noise source and site plan border's points. And,
r is distance between the noise source and the point
which is considered to calculate the noise effect at it.
Figure 2 shows a noise mathematical model. In the
model the noise source is located at (1,1) and R is
assumed to be (2)1/2.

Optimization:

Using Monte Carlo method the place of the
facilities have been optimized and the noise effects
of mobilization has been minimized. Figure 3 and 4
show the noise effects of mobilization for different
trials of Monte Carlo method. It is clear from the
results that Monte Carlo method is really useful for
noise controlling in a site mobilization optimization.
Figure 5 and 6 show the final optimized place of the
facilities.

As it can be seen from results, if there is a
wrong mobilization the noise pollution will be high.
While, using a correct layout keep noise pollution
down. It is clear from results that minimum noise
pollution coefficient is about 0.3. While, for an
incorrect layout it can reach to 1. According to
findings we can say that Monte Carlo method is a
useful method for finding the best site plan layout
for keeping noise down.

Conclusions:

The noise modeling frequently poses challenges
in areas of engineering. Noise can effects
environment and workers health and dealing with this
type of problem is really important. Noise is one of
the most important parameters that can be harmful
for workers.

In this paper, Monte Carlo method is used to
find the best possible way to arrange the buildings
and equipments to reduce noise pollution in Uma
Uya project. Finally, the excellent facilities placement
of the project facilities is achieved and presented.
Results show that:
a. The most important causes of noise production

in a construction site are batching plant, crushing
plant and material transportation.

b. If there is a wrong mobilization the noise
pollution will be high.

c. Using a correct layout keep noise pollution
down.

d. It is clear from results that minimum noise
pollution coefficient for Uma Uya project is
about 0.3. While, for an incorrect layout it can
reach to 1.

e. According to findings we can say that Monte
Carlo method is a useful method for finding the
best site plan layout for keeping noise down.
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Table 1: Facilities
Phupola Dam Dyraba Dam First Tunnel Second Tunnel Shaft Third Tunnel Forth Tunnel

X 217750 220165 218865 226240 232375 233275 234635
Y 190435 187415 188805 183730 178215 177555 176340

Fig. 1: Uma Uya project site plan.

Fig. 2: Noise mathematical model.

Fig. 3: Noise pollution changes.
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Fig. 4: Noise pollution drop.

Fig. 5: Facilities placement (Close to dams).

Fig. 6: Facilities placement (Close to shaft).
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